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NWCC :: Home - National Interagency Fire Center
gacc.nifc.gov/nwcc
Welcome to the Northwest Coordination Center The Northwest Interagency Coordination
Center (NWCC) is the Geographic Area Coordination Center for the Northwest Region
which includes the States of Oregon and Washington. Located in Portland, OR, the
NWCC serves as the focal point for interagency resource â€¦

Large Fire Map · Intelligence · Overhead · Weather · Crews · Outlooks

NWCC :: Home - National Interagency Fire Center
https://gacc.nifc.gov/nwcc/information/firemap.aspx
The Northwest Fire Location map displays active fire incidents within Oregon and
Washington. A Large Fire, as defined by the National Wildland Coordinating Group, is any
wildland fire in timber 100 acres or greater and 300 acres or greater in
grasslands/rangelands or has an Incident Management Team assigned to it.

Large Fire Map · Intelligence · Overhead · Weather · Crews · Outlooks

Pacific Northwest Fires Smother Region in Smoke and
Ash ...
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/06/us/wildfires-oregon-washington.html
Sep 06, 2017 · Dozens of wildfires that have been raging across the Pacific Northwest
flared up this week, unfurling a blanket of opaque smoke from the Cascades to the coast
and raining ash down on cars, streets and people. The blazes have forced evacuations
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and raining ash down on cars, streets and people. The blazes have forced evacuations
and prompted the governor of Washington to declare a ...

Fires in the Pacific Northwest | NASA
https://www.nasa.gov/.../goddard/fires-in-the-pacific-northwest
Smoke from fires burning in Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana are seen in this
image taken by the NASA-NOAA's Suomi-NPP satellite's VIIRS instrument around 2105Z
(5:10 p.m. EDT) on Aug. 19, 2015.

Despite rise in Pacific Northwest fires, critical unburned ...
phys.org › Earth › Environment
While increased fire activity has threatened Pacific Northwest forests, University of
Idaho researchers have found a silver-lining: the proportion of unburned areas critical for
post-fire recovery has remained unchanged.

Wildfires burn out of control in Pacific Northwest - Yahoo
https://www.yahoo.com/news/wildfires-burn-control-pacific...
Sep 07, 2017 · A 16-square-mile fire east of Portland, Oregon, forced hundreds of home
evacuations. And embers from the fire drifted across the Columbia River â€” sparking
blazes in neighboring Washington state. Here are pictures.

Ash falls like snow in Seattle as wildfires rage in ...
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/ash-falls-like-snow-in...
Ash falls like snow in Seattle as wildfires rage in Pacific Northwest . Originally
published September 5, 2017 at 7:08 am Updated September 6, ...

Pacific Northwest Wildfires Severe in Intensity | NASA
https://www.nasa.gov/image-feature/goddard/pacific-northwest...
The Pacific Northwest is abundantly dotted with wildfires in Washington, Oregon, Idaho
and Montana.

Seattle Chokes as Wildfire Smoke From Canada Blankets
â€¦
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/08/07/us/wildfires-canada-seattle.html
Aug 07, 2017 · The skyline in Portland, Ore., was obscured by a blanket of haze on
Thursday as smoke from wildfires in British Columbia covered the Pacific Northwest.
Credit Don Ryan/Associated Press. Ashley Coil, a concierge at the Columbia Tower Club
in Seattle, which is on the top floor of the 76-story Columbia Center, the tallest â€¦

Northwest Large Fire Interactive Map - arcgis.com
www.arcgis.com/home/webmap/viewer.html?webmap=ed0a7dad32fe4848b20c...
The Northwest Interagency Coordination Center (NWCC) welcomes you to view and
interact with a continuously updated map of large wildfire locations and perimeters,
MODIS thermal imagery, and other layers.

Historic heat roasts Pacific Northwest, but wildfire smoke
...
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/capital-weather-gang/wp/2017/...
(This post, originally published Wednesday afternoon, was updated Thursday morning and
Friday afternoon based on the latest temperature reports.) Friday midday update: While it
will remain considerably hotter than normal in the Pacific Northwest for the next several
days, the worst of the heat is ...

Ash, smoke from Pacific Northwestâ€™s raging wildfires
...
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/ash-and-smoke-from...
Seattleâ€™s air quality is improving. Falling ash and smoke from wildfires across the
Pacific Northwest have filled Washington skies since early this week. But as a weather
system from the west moves over the stateâ€™s lowlands, including Seattle, winds and
a chance of showers will gradually clear ...
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